
Tournament Games for Fictive Hack 
 

Street carnivals and town festivals are staples of dressing up settlements with some frivolity. What might 

characters do for fun in these places? If nothing else, joining the party can help them level. 

 

1. Accuracy Games. Whether it is darts, a ring toss, knife throwing, a dunk tank, or some other game, 

the concept is the same. Attack with a light weapon (1d10 + Attribute) against a difficulty. Some 

games are easy, needing an 8 to hit. Others can be more difficult, up to needing a 16 to hit. Rigging 

the game can add up to +6 unexpected difficulty. The more skill required, the better the prize. 

 

2. Arm Wrestling. Opposed Brawn, winner must succeed by 3. Spend up to 1 Awesome Point per 2 

levels to give it your all, and spend 1 Wound to get +4. This can be handled in a bidding war. 

 

3. Balance Games. Jacobs Ladder, log running, or tightrope walking. Use Daring or Cunning against a 

difficulty set by the DM, usually 8-12. Achieve a set number of successes to win, or stay up longer 

than your competition. You cannot spend more than 1 Awesome Point per 2 levels during the 

competition. 

 

4. Body Parts. Players take turn rolling a rough 6 sided die, then test initiative to see who grabs that 

body part first. The slowest person must drink a full flagon of ale (1/3 to 1 dose). Each +1 on the 

overindulging roll is -1 initiative. (Page 297) 

 1: knees. 2: earlobe. 3: arse. 4: groin. 5: boobs. 6: toes. 

 

5. Competitive Rhyming. You must think fast, win over the crowd, and have nerves of steel. So, each 

round you can test Cunning, Daring, or Charm—but you cannot use one attribute twice in a row. Over 

the course of the competition you can spend 1 Awesome Point per 2 levels. When every contestant 

has rolled once, the lowest scoring contestant is dropped amidst jeers of onlookers. In a tie, those tied 

continue or are dropped together, depending on the mood of the onlookers. 

 

6. Dragonbreath. Fill your mouth with hard liquor and spit it through a torch at a small cloth target 

painted like whatever is unpopular this season (or a knight.) Roll 2d10 to hit. 

 On doubles, take a Wound from blow-back. On double 1, take 2 Wounds. 

 If you successfully hit, you get a trinket for a prize. If you roll a 10 on the face die, the target is 

totally destroyed! (You get a special prize for that.) 

 

7. Drunk Punch. Drink a flagon of ale (1/3 to 1 dose, depending on quality), then punch an opponent in 

the face, doing 1 Wound. (It is bad form to use Awesome Points to boost damage, often resulting in 

actual combat.) If you take a Wound, you fall down and lose. Alcohol rules on page 297. 

 

8. Eating Contest. Contestants can eat one “serving” per Brawn. Each “serving” after that inflicts 1 

Wound (which can be negated with Awesome Points, up to 1 Wound per Brawn—then you must take 

actual Wounds.) Test Daring or Commitment to compel yourself to take a Wound by continuing to 

gorge on food, difficulty 6 +1 per Wound. 

 

9. Greased Pig Catching. Everyone in the pig’s arena can try to impede the pig. Attempt the impede in 

initiative order; if someone is successful, others cannot try. The pig is usually +8 to its Cunning 

because of its wiggling, speed, and grease. 



 During the move phase, the pig wriggles and bites and kicks; test Daring at 1d10 +5 difficulty. If 

you fail, the pig gets away. If you succeed, the next round you must get the pig to its pen. Every 

other round it will try to escape, and you must defeat it on an impede roll. 

 Sometimes this is played in a single arena pen, other times in a larger space with several arenas. 

Occasionally, the game is played out in the open. 

 

10. Guessing Games. Guess the weight, guess the number in the jar, and so on. Test Awareness with a 

difficulty between 12 and 20. You can spend 1 Awesome Point per 2 levels to guess. Even if you are 

not successful, the best guess wins. For “guess the weight” games the guess must hit the difficulty. 

 

11. Performing Competition. Competitors must have a performing art trained. This is for dancing 

competitions, singing competitions, fiddling competitions, etc; fiddlers do not compete against 

dancers. 

 Contestants get 1 roll per Brawn (you can roll all at once) and keep the highest. There can be 

semi-finals and finals if desired. Characters can only spend 1 Awesome Point per 2 levels to 

boost their result in these events. 

 

12. Ring the Bell. Take the hammer and smash it down on the pad to make the weight go up, maybe to 

ring the bell at the top. Test Brawn, each category is 3 difficulty. You can only spend 1 Awesome 

Point per 2 levels to boost the roll. Different setups have different levels. 

 

13. Rough Racing. The track is 10 arenas long. Use the evasion rules on page 62, especially “burst of 

effort” and “obstacles.” 

 

14. Shields. Tavern race, patrons hold shields up flat with one corner on their shoulders. This creates a 

“stepping stone” track at shoulder height, usually 10 arenas long.  Patrons arrange the track in a 

circle, and one racer starts off opposite the other. 

 Every round, test Daring or Cunning difficulty [loads you weigh x3]. If you succeed, you move 

an arena. You can use the “burst of effort” rules on page 62 to try and catch the other racer. The 

race is over when one racer falls or catches the other. 

 

15. Stool Shooters. Stools are put on both ends of the racing space, which is two arenas long (with a set 

of stools in each arena.) One shot of hard liquor is put on the stools for each contestant. Contestants 

must down the shot and run, then run and down the shot. They must keep this up until incapacitated. 

Last runner standing “wins” (or, in gentler games, until someone passes out.) 

 

Sample Prizes 
 

Cheap (5 copper) Decent (1 silver) Grand Prize (10 silver) 

1. Hair ribbon. 

2. Rag doll. 

3. Bag of hard candy. 

4. Tin whistle. 

5. Paper flower. 

1. Ring. 

2. Comb. 

3. Necklace. 

4. Small stuffed animal. 

5. Recorder 

1. Silver medallion of a saint. 

2. Gaudy dagger. 

3. Painted plate, landscape. 

4. Portrait of ruler or historical/religious icon. 

5. Ship in a bottle. 

 

 

Special thanks to Dyson Logos [http://rpgcharacters.wordpress.com/2011/05/19/random-thursday-

tournament-games/] and Matt Jackson [http://snikle.wordpress.com/2011/05/20/tournament-games-1d6-

rtt/] for their inspiration.  
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